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-Faculty senate
alters process of
earning tenure
the tenure review process.
The committee reviews
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
tenure-recommendations from
The UCF faculty senate departments and makes
passed two resolutions last week subsequent recommendations to
infavorofmakingslightchanges UCF President Steven Altman
in th~ process ofearning tenure. and Provost Richard Astro.
The move is basically ~ way
One change alters the name
of the University Personnel of "trying to do a better job of
Committee to the University selectingrepresentatives to that
Tenure and Promotion committee," said senate Chair
Committee and also will provide Dr. Glenn Cunningham. He said
there are different criteria for
for changes in its setup .
Changing the name will avoid selecting the committee
confusion with the Faculty members.
In some cases, the best
Senate Personnel Committee, a
representatives from the faculty
resolution said.
Personnel committee Chair were not on the committee, he
Dwayne Davis told the senate said. He hopes the resolutions
there are cases where the will change that.
University
Personnel
see FACULTY page 5
CQmmittee tends to slow down
by Sandra Pedicini
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CLOSE STUDYING
Daryl Cain and Vanessa Roberts enjoy the sunny weather in front of the Library. They were studying
Monday afternoon . .

State plans to build 1()Jh .university, not law school
.-..,_
'""":

•

developing a program in law or medicine
or something that would use up so much
funds to establish," Wolf said.
·
Altman still seems optimistic about
UCFs chanc~s to get a law school. He said
the chances are "not dead by any stretch."
Altman made the bid for a law school
at UCF Dec. 12 at a BOR public hearing
at the Orlando Airport R~disson Hotel.
Florida Atlantic University and Florida
A&M University also want a law school.
The stat~ has two public law schools
- one at Florida State University and
another at the University of Florida and four pnivate ones.
Wolf said it will be more than 10 years
before a n'ew state law school is
established.
''The need is there, the money is not,"
he said.

·Law .will require institutions to
report campus ~rimes ·annually

•

they'll know."
In the past, the majority ofcolleges have resisted
STAFF REPORT6R
pr_oviding such data out offear that the statistics
A law says starting Sept. 1, students have a will discourage prospective students and cause
right to know about any crime occurring on enrollments to drop, according to The Campus
campus.
Risk Manager newsletter.
On Nov. 8, President Bush signed into law the
''The law is designed to allow the public to be
Student Right-to-Know and Campus Security more informed," UCF President Steven Altman
Act.
said. "Since we [UCF]have one of the lowest crime
This law will require all U.S. colleges to make rates'in the ·state, this will work to our benefit."
information about campus crimes available to
According to the newsletter, this law is a
culmination of a four-year advocacy effort on the
current and prospectiv~ students.
Specifically, the law requires all institutions partofHowardandConnieClery. Theirdaughter,
getting federal financial aid to report crime Jeanne, was robbed, raped and murdered April 5,
statistics to students and employees annually.
1986,inher-dormitoryroomatLehigh University
The law, however, does not require colleges in Pennsylvania.
anduniversitiestoreportdataoncrimesoccurring
The Clerys said their push for the law $terns
off campus.
largely from the fact that fe-w ofAmerica's private
"This law will make students become more colleges and universities are required to report
aware of situations occurring on campus," said ; and publish their campus crime statistics.
Sgt. Sandra McClendon of the UCF Police
Accordingtothenewsletter,FrankCarrington,
Department. "They will be more aware of the type
of crime, whether minor or serious. Either way,
see RIGHT TO KNOW page 6
by Heidi Steiner
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problems," Wolf said. ''We're getting a . still be approved by the state legislature.
large
quantity of students but we need to Wolf said it could be about seven years
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
maintain quality."
before the new university opens.
UCFPresidentStevenAltmanworries
Wolf said the BOR chose the Fort
The Board of Regents decided in_
iJ?.e funds that will pay
January fo seek authorization of a 10th Myers area for the new
for the new university
university in southwest Florida, but put university because the
could take funds away
plans for a new state law school on hold. city is growing rapidly
''The need is there," said Ross Wolf, a and is· not currently
"The need is there,
fromcurrentprograms.
"In the short mn,
UCF graduate student and the only served by a university.
The BOR held a
the money is not."
we need to be sure no
student regent. "I truly believe that we
moneyisdivertedfrom
need another university in the state. We series of hearings
e~stingprograms," he
just do not have enough room for more throughout the state to
discuss the need to
• Ross Wolf
said.
students right now."
Regent and
The BOR also
. The state must find room for 80,000 expand the State
UCF graduate student
delayedplansforanew
new students during the next decade, University System.
Groups from Fort
state law school, a
Wolf said.
program UCF is
"The students will be attending Lauderdale and the
.
universities that are already having Vero Beach area also competed to have lobbying to get.
''The fact is right.now the state doesn't
problems with space, [problems with] a new university in their areas.
The 10th university proposal must have enough money to even think about
having enough faculty and monetary

by J.C. Smith

HAPPY GOODBYE
Alex Sadowski Jr. and his dad hug goodbye.His father was
dropping him off after he spent a weekend at home.
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The draft beer keg.
ifs not particularly attractive.
But in all our years in the brewing business
found no other container better
suited for maintaining the consistent quality of real, ice-cold draft beer than the keg.
So whenever you purchase Budweiser draft bee~ it comes from a keg... ftlt..
Not because we still care that much about kegs. But because we It.. -~'W®~
still care that much about qlJality
·
d,~ ~-t" ·
Draft beer in kegs. Ifs just one of the reasons why ~ -~ "~V•
Budweiser has remained the King of Beers@
for more than ' " \ \
110 years.
· ·
V .
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PLEASE RECYCLE OUR ALUMINUM CANS

BUOW~ISER®•KING OF BEERS®• C>1988 ANHEUSER-& ... ;:, _
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UCF REPRESENTATIVE
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Alafaya Trail entrance chosen
for internat'I student center
by Vicki Paulus
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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The President's Advisory Staff has
approved a site for a new International
Student and Scholar Center.
The center will be built near the
temporarily closedAlafayaTrail entrance
to UCF, PAS announced at its Jan. 28
meeting.
The site approved was one oftwo sites
recommended by the International
Student Center Committee.
"This site was chosen due to its
maximum publicvisibilitywhile entering
the university, and it's less crowded than
the second site, by the Wayne Densch
Athletics Complex," said Douglas Mowry,
director of International Student
Services.
Originally, the committee considered
a site near Greek Park. These thoughts

were put aside because of fears of
· crowding the area.
The First Presbyterian Church of
Orlando gave $20,000 to start a fund
drive for the building.
Dr. Nelson Yingfollowed this up with
a $250,000 donation. Ying owns the Nine
Dragons restaurant at Epcot Center and
is an adjunct teaching physics at UCF.
If the Florida Legislature approves,
the center will be named after Ying.
"The center will not be a residential
facility for international students, but
will consist ofa lounge and multipurpose
rooms for dinners and meetings," Mowry
said.
The International Student Services
-office also will be moved to the building.
The building will be one story and
parking will be minimal due to lots near
the site. Mowry said construction might
be completed in June 1992.

Charlea Morrow/CENTRAL FLOHllJA FUTUHE

DISTINGUISHED GUEST
SG President Jeff Laing greets Andreas Van Agt, ambassador to the European
community. The former Netherlands prime minister spoke at UCF Tuesday .
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Teachers can't sell freebies
if senate resolution enforced .

.

by Sandra Pedicini
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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CATCH

•

Sidney Roman plays catch with a child. Roman, a member of the Student Veterans
Association, was selling Operation Desert Storm shirts and hats to benefit troops .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- ~~~~~~~~~~~
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~eBOOKS p~e6

News clips nw1fa@@Jl'.ii!HiifiN!fil\1@ilmf*iiIBfw+z+w&"foiiifrjj@f{4fi&%mww•wr0wwn1w112w;mttrwi11&¥i3'*010wznwwt1~~=~~~:~'*!!!~
Co~mumty Arts Pro~a?1,
Philosophy and Humambes
Department and Women's
Studies Program present a leeture on pornography and censorship, featuring speaker
Elayne Rapping. It will begin
at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday in
Room 107 of CEBA II.
·

. • BE A MOCK JUROR.
There will be a mock tnal of
current federal campaign fundraising law Feb. 21 and 22 in
the Student Center Auditorium.
UCF students will be admitted free and can fill out a
• jury selection form to be a part
of The United States vs. The
Special Interests.
The trial will last all day
Feb. 21 and jurors will be sequestered and provided lunch.
On the 22nd, jurors will delib• erate and reach a verdkt.
Sen. Eugene McCarthy,
former anti-Vietnam war acand presidential candi• tivist
date, will be a witness for the
prosecution.
The prosecutor will be Whit• ney North Seymour, independent counsel in the Michael
Deaver influence-peddling case.

•

UCF faculty may no longer be able to
sell complimentary copies of textbooks
to book buyers ifthe faculty senate gets
its way.
The senate passed a resolution stating
that faculty shall not sell the
complimentary copies of textbooks
publishing companies often give them.
The resolution must be approved by
UCF President Steven Altman and
Provost Richard Astro.
These books are often a form of

them and decide if they want to use them
in their classes.
. Many faculty members sell the ·
complimentary copies to book · buyers
who, in turn, sell them to bookstores. In
this process, the author loses some of the
profit.
.
Some are concerned that the process
is unethical, senate Chair Dr. Glenn
Cunningham said.
'There was very serious concern about
the selling of textbooks that were given
to professors," said Dwayne Davis,
personnel committee chair. ''We suggest

Medical _Plaza, 2501 N. Orange · The meetmg 1s scheduled ing is free. Call 849-3237 for
Ave.
from 6-9 p.m. Monday at the more information.
Pediatrician Lynda Pollack, Volusia County Courthouse,
M.D., will be the guest speaker. 124 Riverside Drive, New • HELP YOUR HEART
Tuberous Sclerosis is a con- Smyrna Beach. '
The American Heart Associgenital condition affecting over
ation is having a "Dance for
100,000 people. Patients with •FREE CONDOMS
Heart" Aerobic event from 9-11
this disease may have skin leThe Second Annual Semi- a.m. Saturday at Shamu Pavilsions, abnormal pigmentation, nole County Wellness Fair cel- ion at .Sea World. Pre-registrabone abnormalities or tumors ebrating National Condom tion is at 8 a. m. It will be a
•SPACE SYMPOSIUM
of the eyes, heart or kidneys.
·Week will be from 10 a.m. to 4 two-hour aerobic exercise exThe Sixth Annual UCF InThe support group is a free p.m. Saturday at the Seminole travaganza to raise funds for
ternational Space Policy Sym- community service of the Cen- Plaza, 3653 Orlando Drive (17- the AHA J)ancer_s_will collect
posium will be from 9 a.m. to 4 ter for Plastic and Reconstruc- 92), Sanford.
donations.
p.m. Friday in the Student tive Surgery. Free parking is
The fair will feature giveThe Association plans to
Cente·r.
'
available as well as free child aways, free condoms, prize raise $13,000. Since it begao
This year's topic is "l?olitics care. For more information, call drawings and items for sale, in 1980, more than 700,000
and Dynamic Space Programs: 898-1436.
such as T-shirts.
men, women and children have
Are they compatible?"
The fair is designed to inform danced and exercised in Dance
The following speakers are • MEET THE AUTHOR
the community about health ·for Hearts. Each dancer will
Friends of the Orange issues, health services provided receive admission into Sea
planned:
• Dr. Harrison Schmitt, County Library System's Meet by different agencies and busi- World and prizes will be
former Apollo astronaut and the Author Program presents nesses, social service organiza- awarded. Call Wendi Terrell at
Editors Rick Wilber and Rich- tions and to make them aware 843-1330 for more information.
U.S. senator.
• Don· Fuqua, president of ard B. Mathews, along with of the HIV health crisis.
Aerospace Industries Associa- some contributing authors of
For more information, call •TEEN WEIGHT LOSS
Subtropical Speculations, An Peggy Fisher at 322-8645 or
• CULTURAL FESTIVAL
tion.
Florida Hospital is offering
There will be a Cul~ural
• Dr. Louis Friedman, di- Anthology of Florida Science Shari Ranger at 647-2765.
a weight loss program for teens.
Ethnic Festival from 11:30 am. rector of the Planetary Society. Fiction. They will help people
It is a behavior modification
to 1 p.m. Wednesday at the
• Georgi Grechko, Soviet visualize the impact of imag- • BUDGET FORUM
and nutrition program, given
ined-science at 10:30 a.m. SatUCF Daytona campus, Build- astronaut.
Parents and community in 10 two-hour sessions. Class•David Webb, president of urday at the library.
ing 34. The event is free.
members are invited to learn es begin Tuesday and the cost
Refreshments wi11 be served how the budgeting for public is $130. For more information
Activities will include enter- International Hypersonic Reat 10 a.m. The program is free education works and how they or to pre-register, call 895-7616.
tainment by the Bethune- search Institute.
Cookman College Steel Drum
• Theresa Foley, editor of and open to the public, but can have a voice in the process.
seating is limited. Call 425Ensemble, various displays by Space News.
They will learn at a legislaclubs and organizations and
Admission is free with a 4694, ext. 481, for reservations. -tive forum at 7 p.m. Tuesday. • STOP SMOKING
-The forum is sponsored by the
cultural food donated by local validated ID.
Florida Hospital 1.s offering a
restaurants.
• . LANP MANAGEMENT
League of Women Voters, the stop-smoking class for women.
The festival is sponsored by • SUPPORT GROUP
[.rhe Di~sion of St~te Lands, District Advisory Committee, It addresses the physical,
The Central Florida Nation- - Buteau of:· Submerged Lands the Orange County Council of emotional and nutritional needs
the Roteract Club. For more
information call 255-7423, ext. al Tuberous Sclerosis Associa- and Preserves, announces a Pl'As, the Classroom Teachers during the quitting process. The
4035.
'
.
,,;,; ~- /.tiqn, a:supportgroup.fo(tj>eopie :-·. public meeting to discuss a Association and the Orange cost for nine 90-minute sessions
-· · :-Suffering from fub.erous- S~cJef•·:, draft of the Mosquito Lagoon C_ounty School Board.
is $95. Classes begin Feb. 25 at
•CENSORSHIP TALK ·- .
rosis,'Wi11 rheet at 1 p.m'. ' s·tin="" Aquatic Preserve Management
The forum will be in the Ed- Florida Hospital. Call 897-1929
u ·CF's Honor Program, day in Room 237 of the Florida Plan.
ucational Leadership Center, to pre-register.
-i;
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by J.C. Smith
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David Abrami and Matthew Weiler call it "fair and
open."
"Pro-student" is how David Mann and Mykael Main
describe it. Meanwhile, bothJason DiBona/Mark Dogoli
and Russ Lloyd/Jose Cintr6n see themselves as "studentoriented."
However they describe their platforms, all four are
candidates for the student body presidential election
next week.
The issues the candidates face include parking,
recruitment and retention of minority st~dents, and
student apathy.
All the candidates said part ofthe solution to parking
problems at UCFwould be to construct parking garages
on campus.
In addition, both DiBona/Dogoli and Mann/Main
support a shuttle system, which will rllll along Alafaya
Trail starting in August.
They also said_they want a park-and-ride system,
which would bring stud en ts closer to their classes from
distant lots, such as the lot by the UCF Arena. Mann
said three Student Government vans could be used for
this system.
''There is adequate parking on campus but there is
not convenient parking," DiBona said.
Mann/Main said freshmen should not b~ allowed to
park on campus. They also stressed the need for more
dormitories on campus to lower the number of commuter
students.
Minority recruitment and retention have been issues
at UCF for several years.
A mentorship program for minority students could
help minority students stay at UCF through graduation,
DiBona and Mann said.
Mann said SG could take a more active position in

minority recruitment and retention and ~ants to unify
the student body.
However, Abrami said student money should not be
used for minority scholarships.
"I don't think that any person should be given an
extra advantage because of their race," Abrami said.
Lloyd said UCF could reach out to potential students
by advertising in minority neighborhoods. He said he
believed in equal opportunity education.
All the candidates said student apathy is a problem
at UCF. •
Abrami . said students are apathetic because they
feel disillusioned with SG. ·
, He said the election statutes should be changed to
allow more than one week of active campaigning. This
would give students more time to become familiar with
the issues and the candidates, he said. ·
SG should find out the needs of the students, Lloyd
said.
. "I want to change Student Government's image and
regain contact with the students," he said.
He suggested using questionnaires and talking to
individual students to find out their needs.
DiBona said the construction of the Student Union

will be a key element to provide student unity on
campus.
He also said his administration would reach out to
students on campus and make sure they know what
services are available to them.
Mann said SG should represent the needs of all
students.
"We have so many senators who represent their
fraternities or sororities first and their colleges second,"
Mann said.
Earning the respect of every student, including older
students and students with children, is important in
curing apathy, Mann said.
During the past academic year, SG went without a
senate for about three months, leaving the president in
charge of funding. What would the candidates do if
faced with a similar crisis? "I think it would be inappropriate for one person to
make those decisions," DiBona said.
However, he said he could mak~ an impartial decision
if he had to.
Lloyd called that situation dangerous and said it
never should have happened.
Abrami and Mann agreed that the president should
not have total control over the funds.
Why are the candidates running for president?
Mann said he.wants to open up the "closed society"
of SG. He said people have an obligation to change
things when they think they ar€ wrong and feels he and
Main could do that.
Abrami said, 'The system h as no accountability and
we need to do something about this."
Lloyd said he wants to become president to regain
student control of SG and represent students' needs .
DiBona said he wants to address issues that concern
students.
"I've wanted to be student body president since I
stepped on this campus as a freshman," he said.

•

•

•
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CANDl'3ATE PROFILES
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The Central Florida
Future_.asked the four
candidates for student
body president to
respond to these
questions:

•
avid Abrami

0 What will ·be your one longterm goal for your time in office?

;

David Abrami/Matthew Weiler

0

We want to restore accountability to
SG. It is nothing more than a cbsed
clique and we want to change that.

~What kind of concrete .things @ 1. The current sb.Jdent handbook is a
can you say UCF students will
see in a year if you are elected?
Please list at least three items.

@)Events in the past two SG
administrations have led some
students to conclude that SG is
a so-called "closed society." How
do you plan to change this perception?

0 How do you feel you would
represent the campus as a
whole?
@What do you think are the
main causes of apathy toward
UCF extracurricular activities?
What will you do about it if
you are elected?
·

$5,000-a-year boondoggle. It should be
revised to provide useful information to
students. 2. Students will see a more open
administration. 3. All fees shouk:i be listed on
the invoices. We have a right to know how
much they are charging, and for what.
@We plan to atterd many student dub
meetings. We would also move the senate
meetings to a larger room... along with
publicizing lhem.
As someone who is not the puppet of a
few dubs, I can, without bias, represent
everyone.
UCF sb.Jdents are disillusioned with the
current process. A more open government
will draw more sb.Jdents into the process.

0

0

Jason DiBona/Mark Dogoli

0

OUrmain goal is tofinafizelhecP.ielopment
and construction of the UCF Student Union.
@1 ... .We will work to implement legislation
tore-dislril:x.Jtelotterydollarssothateducation
is the primary beneficiary. 2. We would like to
see the implementation of a full-time
mentorship program for minority students ...3.
Expand the financial aid basis. Increase the
number of entry level staff positions in lhe

01

I

ason DiBona ~ .
ti

.

I,
.•

financial aid office.4. Push the administration
to have M-time academic advisers. SAi:rproximately $000,000 will have been secured to begin the funding process for the
construction of a multi-level parking facilit'f.
@I completely disagree. CNer the past two
years, we'veseenmorecandidates than ever
for senate positions. In ad:lition, there has
been an influx ofapplicants forsenatepositions,
other appointed positions and student
employment opportunities. If anything, the
past two SG administrations have realistically
and practically attempted to txidJe the.gap
between SG and the srudent body.
{l In the past three years, we have become
increasingly aware of the many needs facing
oursb.Jdenl body and we feel strongly that our
platform reflects that It is our opinion that the
average students are... concemed with the
issues that affect them on aday-to-day basis,
such as parking, financial aid, registration,
addldrop, academic ad.iising and the cost of
their education.
There are SENeral key factors that lead to
apathy on our campus: Lack of on-campus
housing, tradition, information and a centrally
located facility fcr sb.Jdent interaction, i.e. a
[srudentj union. We realize that we can never
end apathy,butwecan increaseinvolvem~t.

0

Russ Lloyd/Jose Cintron
My long-term goal, ttelected,willbetofight
for more financial aid for the srudents.

0

~USS

David Mann -

Lloyd

V

The first thing I can and will accomplish is
tohave on-campus parties. The second thing
is to use more computers during addlcrop
week Thethirdistohavethelocalgovemment
build an overhead walkway over Alafaya Trail
for.students' convenience.
@) I plan to open SG up more to the needs of
the sb.Jdents. They are the re~n 1hat I am
running for SG president One way I plan to
bring SG in touch with the students is to have
polls of what the students want SG to do for
them.
I feel I would represent the campus as a
whole by staying in touch with the students.
Apathy toward UCF extra-curricular
activities is caused by the fact that so many
students are busy with their studies and their
job. Also, I feel there is not enough advertising
- the newspaper could play a major role in
this. If elected, I will push for more of a variety
of activities along with advertising.

~

9
0

David Mann/Mykael Main
Wewill make itourNo.1 prioritytoensure
that all students have a real opportunity to
participate in, and receive the benefits of
Student Government.
@ 1. Budget ' reform - Student
Government's budgetary and accounting
practicesareatrocious.Wewillinstituteregular
audits on all SG and student center accounts.
Ard we will make them public. 2. Drop-0ffday
care. 3. Area Campus Funding - They will

0

.
~

I

automatically receive the amount of A&SF
~19ygenerate.4. Thestudentbodywillseean
SG that will be active in the arena of higher
education.
~The past two SG administrations have
been lessons in what can go wrong with
government. Thebestwecante!lthestudents
is that we will stay as available to them as
possible and that we will appoint responsible
people to run the specific functions of
government We will not ignore what has
happerred in the past and we are both
concerned with making SG an institution that
the stuoonts can respect. Openness is the
key.
No single ticket can be all things to all
people. However, we are making it our goal to
open up SG, to encourage more students
who might not normally be indined to get
involved doing so. Not everything will be done
by unanimous consen~ but the student bcx:tf
will be assured that nothing will be done
without the benefit of extensrve discussion.
We feel the main cause of apathy
on this campus is the lack of
programming geared to the
commuting student. To counter this,
we will encourage the Student
Center to channel a portion of its
fundinq to enhance weekend
activities that will appeal not only to
the typical college student, but to

•
•

•

•
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those with families as well.

•

Photos by
Jim Ferguson
and
Charles Morrow
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·Jose Cintr6n
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Mykael Main ,
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· War needed to ~top madman Hussein, rep. says
by Sandra L. Karr
•

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

DAYTONA BEACH - U.S. Rep. Craig James ex.plained why he voted for the Persian Gulf war to an
audience Monday at UCFSi)pytona Beach campus.
"Saddam [Hussein] is indeed a madman, showing
he would go to any measure to win, such as distorting
the environment," James said. "I believed that we
would ultimately have to use force to get Saddam out
of Kuwait. You can't negotiate with a rock. I voted for
the warJ but will not criticize anyone who voted differently. It is a life and death situation."
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James, R-Deland, spoke at the First Congressional
Student Forum at Daytona Beach Community College.
Students asked the congressman ifhe felt the media are informing the public accurately.
."I feel that the media [are] doing a ·great job in
providing information about the war," he said. "I don't
think this is another Vietnam. I think that it will be
successful in a military sense, but in a political sense ...
that is another matter."
In other business, the congressman discussed the
federal budget.
''The president and Congress face a -number of
problems. TaXes are not ~he answer, reduction of pro-
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MAKE MONEY!,E
Selling Ads for The Central Florida Future

We're seeking mptivated people to sell ad space
in the Uniyersity of Central Florida's only student newspaper,
The Central Florida Future. If You've got "'.hat it takes, come by our
business office at Room 108 in the Arts Complex and fill out an
application, or call ext. 260.1 to find out more.

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

grams is. Health cost is one of the problems yet to be
solved in the area of the uninsured."
James added that he favors double hauling for oil
tankers and the Clean Air bill. He said the bill would
not solve all long-term environmental problems, but
is a step in the right direction.
He said he favors a limitation of two terms for
Congress members. He thinks this will break up the
sen~ority system and create a more representative
form of government.
Student representatives for the Intercollegiate
Union of Alliances, a coalition of student organizations throughout Central Florida, sponsored the event.

FACULTY
FROM PAGE 1
Accepting only people who
are senior full professors to be
on the committee would be an
example of such a change, he
said.
·
If Altman and Astro acc~pt
the resolution, a committee will
draw up new changes .

0

Another resolution passed by
. the senate provided for an
annual evaluation and update
of each teacher.
These evaluations would be
done by the departmental
personnel committees . and
would be in addition to the·
current annual evaluations and
updates done by the department
chairs.

See News Happening?
Call
UCF-NEWS
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0
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0

,(T_hat's 823-6397)
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The other
·night Pete
brought
home a
quart of
milk, a. loaf
of bread
and a case
of AIDS .

•

•

,

CHECKING
T

Free ATM card

T

No per-check
charge

T

99¢ a month ·

TM

•

T

just for people
25andunder

•

•

•

•

JustCheckingTM is available only at these SouthTrust offices: Downtown Orlando
Banking Center 246-6000; University Blvd. 246-6050. Lake Mary Banking
Center 330-2300;/rom Orlandof 246-6060. DeLandMain Office 738-8800f·
Spring Garden Avenue 734-3100; Deleon Springs 985-4661; Orange City
775-1400; South Daytona 756-6000; New Smyrna Beach 428-lOlt Holly Hill
756-6050; Ormond Beach 756-6055; Port Orange 756-6060f· Palm Coast
446-4400.

Pete always felt his
bisexual affairs were
hornless enough.
But Pete did catch the
AIDS virus. That's why his
family's at risk. His wife
risks losing her husband,
and when she has sex
with him,·her own life. If
she becomes pregnant
she can pass the AIDS
virus to her baby .
Pete could have protected himself. Saying
"No" could have done it,
or using a condom.
Right now there's no
vaccine for AIDS, and no
cure in sight.
• With what we know
I today and with the
precautions that can be
• taken, no one has to
.

I

.IAl OS.
1

SouthTrust Bank S
© 1991 SouthTru t Corporation

Member FDIC

come
with
a home
story
like Pete's.

If you think you
can.'t get it you're
ad wrong.
1

-
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RIGHT TO KNOW

10006 PORrALEAVE.
(407) 277-2153

FROM PAGE 1

the Clery's attorney and a
nationally known victims'
rights lawyer, said: "A year
from now, college presidents
will undoubtedly learn about
the real impact this law will
have on how they do business.
"It unfortunately comes too
la~e to help Jeanne Clery, but
hopefully it will save ether
young lives."

GRAND OPENING
BRING TBI8 AD AND RECEIVE
$25 OFF REGISTRATION
NEW ENROLLEES ONLY
EXPIRES FEB. 28, 1991

•AGE 2-12 YEARS
•TRAINED 1k EXPERIENCED STAFF
-WARM AND CARING ENVIORNMENT
•TRANSPORTATION TO/FROM AREA SCHOOLS
•FULL TIME $48/WEEK

·~

faculty should treat exam.
copies for what · they're
intended for."
After the meeting,
Cunningham said some
teachers solicit the books
from the companies for the
express purpose of selling
them, which is unethical.
He said he does not know of
anybody at UCF doing this,
but, "You would never get
someone to admit it."
While some teachers
justify selling these books
by saying they might as well
get some use out of them
rather than throw them
away, Cunningham said, "I
Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
think we have to think about
authors ... If this became a THINGS ARE SPINNING
pretty common practice, Mike Ferullo, a freshman, does tricks with a toy called "Devil
that would really hurt you." Sticks." He was practicing on the Green Friday.

I

11 :00 A.M.

BOOKS
FROM PAGE3
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•PART TIME AND AFTER SCHOOL RATES AVAILABLE
•HOURLY AND DROP IN RATES $
OUR
.
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CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438
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Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.
Sunday

MassE~s:
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LAST PRESENTATIONS GIVEN TODAY
SEMINAR:

•

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR
STUDY TECHNllQUES
for

COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY

SUCCESS

WANTED:
PEER ADVISORS
$4.25/HR·
10-15 HRS./WK
COMMITTMENT:

*SIX WEEK TRAINING PROGRAM BEGINNING MARCH
'91
*AVAILABLE TO WORK FALL '91-SP '92 ACADEMIC
YEAR
* AVAILABLE TO WORK SUMMER ORIENTATION PROGRAM
QUALIFICATIONS:

*ACCUMULATION -OF 24 UCF CREDIT HOURS BY THE
END OF SP '91 SEMESTER.
*MIN 2.5 UCF GPA
*GOOD INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
*COMMITIMENT TO HELPING STUDENTS

INFORMATIONAL MEETING FEBRUARY 19,199_1,
6 PM, CB II ROOM 107
(IFYOU CANNOT ATIEND THE MEETING, CONTACT THE
SASS OFFICE X5322, PH 202)

You too can improve your success, both in and out of the classroom . Attend this
seminar and learn how to make your study and lea·rning time more productive and
effective.

.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND:
Any person desiring to improve their skills in acquiring knowledge and information .
Graduate students, Undergraduales , Professors, and Administrators can benefit. 1 his
seminar is especially beneficial to persons who are contemplating returni ng to classes
for work skills enhancement or to continue their education.

SEMINAR LEADER:
Your seminar leader is Dave Matson whose diverse background includes industrral,
academic, and government service experience. Dave's unique cdmbination of past
work environments allows him to provide you this learning experience from several
complementary points of view.
Seminar tee Is only$ 34.s:i (cash at the door) which includes a booklet of the material
presented. Only two presentations of this seminar remain to be given in the UCF area
today.

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?

•

LOCATION :
Holiday Inn UCF
12125 High Tech Ave.

Setting Your Future • Relationships of Visions . Goals,
and Objectives • The Basic Elements • Components of
Across lrom lhe University
Learning • Levels of Understanding · What Level
in the Quadrangle
Should You Be At? ' Systems Concept • How to Oerive a .---L-as-tP-re-se-nt-atl-=-on-s~
System From Scratch ' Problem Solving Techlques •
Thursday
Applicable to All Types of Sifuations, Both In and Out of The
February 14th
Classroom • Doing The Numbers ·& The Words •
1:oo P.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Methodologies for Handling Math Problems and Term
1:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.
Paper Writing • Study Techniques • How to Prepare for
Classes and Exams

Registration begins 45 minutes prior to each presentation

•
•

•

•
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Allied Health
Professionals .&
Administrators

Plan a future that soars.
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grow
faster-you'll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality envirorunent where your contributions
are needed. -

•
•

•
•

· In short, you'll gain more of every-

thing that matters most to you. Yoo
and the Air Force. Launch now-call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
10LL-FREE 1-800-423-USAF
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The UCF Computer Store serves the •
UCF community by·offering special
discounted prices to UCF students,
faculty and ·s taff members. We are

•

. located in the Computer Center II Room
~OS.

Come in and see our full line of .
IBM Personal System/2 computers or
call us at 823-5226 or 823-5836.
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- Platform
· • Send a student petition and senate resolution to the
state government, requesting that UCF,funds be
restored for your classes.
• Pressure the bookstore to sell books at lower prices
so you spend less.
• Use more computers for add/drop so you don't
have to wait in long lines.
•
Reform the Student Government to benefit you.
Qualifications
• Request that the local government build an
• BA Degree in Political Science
overhead walkway over Alafaya Trail for your
• Majoring in Public
convenience.
Administration and History -

RUSS LLOYD

,..

Photo Not Available

...

•

JOSE CINTRON
Qualifications
• Engineering Major
..,

•

'

•

•

•

..

•
•

I.

JASON DIBONA
\
l

· Qualifications
I

• Student Body Vice President
• Director of Vice Presiden ti.al
Affairs (1989-90)
• 3-y ears Political Action
Team
• 2 Years Orientation Team
• 2 Years Parking & Traffic
Committee
• 2 Years University
.Scholarship Committee
• 2 Years Registered Lobbyist
for Higher Education

• Financial AidWe will continue to seek lump sum appropriations to
expand the base of State Financial Aid dollars. We will
seek further improvements in theJlnancial aid office by
decentralizing the FSAG and through increased staffing
and space.
• Academic AdvlslngIn an effort to minimize, if not eliminate, ill-advisement
we will continue to push for the funding of full time
academic advisors.
• The Crisis in Higher EducatlonCurrent budget cuts are comprimising the quality ·and
future of your education in the State of Florida. We have
proposed to the State Legislature a request to increase
the total Lottery dollars going to education. The Lotteiy
must be a PURE educational enhancement.
• TransportatlonRealistically we cannot insure convenient parking for all
students, but we can provide efficient on and off campus .
transportation. We have already secured funding for a
mass transit system.

•

•

MARKDOGOLI
Qualifications
•. Director of Vice Presidential
Affairs (1990-91)
• 22nd Student Senator
• Chief Elections Commissioner
• Chairman of Service and
Public Relations Committee
• Peer Consultant/SWAT TEAM
• Registered Lobbyist for
Higher Education

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
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Platform

0

0

• As President and Vice President we would seek to

0

• As President and Vice President we would insure
adequate parking for all students.
• As President and Vice President we will return

restore academi~ funding to the fullest levels.

DAVID ABRAM/
~

0

.

Qualifications '""

• UCF Senior
• Officer_for Central Florida
Young Republicans
• Columnist for Central
Florida Future
• Member of College
Republicans
• Volunteer Coordinator for
Tom Feeney for State
Representative
• Participant on tJCF Radio
show UCF Students View
the News

Student Government to the Student Body and take
it away from the people who use Student

Government and Student Oovemment money as
their personel playground.
• We believe that the current Student Government
leadership is out of touch with the needs 9f the
Student Body.
• We believe that Student Government should be anf
advocate for the Student Body, not a resume
builder for a small elite clique.
«_,.
• We believe that Student Government needs
leadership that is not tied tg_the failures of the past. ·

MATT WEILER
Qualifications
• Member of Central
Florida Young Republican's
• Participant on UCF
produced show Student
Standpoint
.
• Participant on UCF Radio
show UCF Students View
the News

..

Attention
Students!!
You can vote for your Student Body
presidential ticket at the following
·locations:
Feb: 18, 19, 29 - -Area Campuses
4 :OOpm-9 :OOpm
Feb: 19, 2a ·- - Main . Canipu~
1O:OO~m-7:00pm
at the Education, Ceba, and Health &
Physics Buildings! You MUST have a
Validated Student l.D.!

·- - ~

·
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The wi nni~9 ticket·
for a cogent SG,
Di·B ona and Dogol·i
After interviewing the four student body
presidential candidates and discussing their positions
on campus issues, The Central Florida Future has
. decided to endorse Jason DiBona and Mar"\c Dogoli.
Based on the antics of the Jeff Laing/DiBona
administration this year, it was difficult for us to
make this decision. We, like many students, were
concerned about the Student Government
administration (or lack thereof), which didn't even
have a senate for almost a full semester.
. We support the DiBona/Dogpli ticket primarily
because of their directness and experience. Although
some oftheir goals may be unrealistic, all ate fair and ,
well thought out. It is evident they have a sense of
, what their positions entail. Their joint experience in
SG and the Florida Student Association is invaluable
and should prove to be an asset to UCF.
Write-ins David Mann and Mykael Main would
have a better chance if they had been more prepared
for this election . .
While Mann has SG experience and wants to
change things, he doesn't have specific plans to bring
about the changes. We wereparticularlyimpressed with
the positions ofMann's vice presidential candidate, Main.
Iftheticketisn'tvotedinto office, we wouldliketoencourage
Main to pursue a senator position.
David Abrami and Matthew Weiler have something
the current SG administration does riot: enthusiasm
and desire to make changes. Their sole motivation
seems to be that they are angry about fund allocation
and would like to re-organize the budget.
But they lack specific knowledge about SG
pr ocedures. Their narrow-minded attitude about
minority recruitment is totally uncalled for at a
university that so few minorities attend and where
even fewer finish.
Russ Lloyd and Jose Cintron have no specific ideas
about the presidential position and no ways to
implement the procedures. We are not even sure why they
are·running. We did not get to talk to Cintron.
We would like to bring out some of the positive
points the other candidates presented:
• Mann suggested SG vans be used to shuttle
students in from the mall parking lot.
• Abrami suggested SG move its meetings out of
the University Dining Room and into a lecture hall so
students feel comfortable enough to attend.
·
• Lloyd suggested SG look into an overhead
walkway in front of UCF to aid ha1_1dicapped and
other students who cross Alafaya Trml.
We would like DiBona and Dogoli to use these
suggestions as well to implement their goals. We
especially like their idea about constituency work,
where senators would be available at a table in the
their college to answer students' concerns.
We would also like DiBona and Dogoli to know that
the other three tickets are running mainly because
they are fed up with SG.
We intend to keep a sharp eye on whoever wins the
election: campaign promises should not be forgotten
after the victory party is over.
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Support of troops begins here
. The topic of greatest concern to all right now, is, of
course, the war in the desert. As a well-travelled,
informed adult attending the UCF, I'd like to discuss
a few of the topics and views to come out of this
unfortunate conflict.

WAR:

Never ·a good thing, nearly everyone in the world
despises it. When all else fails though, it becomes a
necessary evil. Some question the necessity of it in
this case and reasons for our involvement (See
PROTESTORS).
OIL:
A valuable commodity, we Americans consume
much more than we should. However, because of our
dependence on foreign oil we are involved in what
occurs in the Middle · East. We need to develop
alternative energy sources to wean ourselves off of
this finite oil supply, bu~ we just haven't done it yet.
Some viable options to lessen our need for oil are
solar energy, wood for heating and cooking, nuclear
power and geothermal energy. Of these alternatives,
nuclea! P?wer w?uld create. the most significant
reduction m our 011 consumption.
Another aspect of this issue of oil is the affect of
higher prices and lower supplies have had on the
smaller, poorer countries of this world. Due to this
takeover ~fKuwait, many "Third World" nations are
on the brmk of collapse. Unemployment, rampant
in_flation, poyerty and starvation are becoming more
Wldespread m these areas.
SANCTIO~S: .
,
On~ of the mi~ial res~onses to Iraq s takeover of
Kuwait, economic sanctions seemed to be slowing
Iraq ~own. ~ut the facts are that the neighbors of
Iraq, mcludmg Iran and Jordan, hate the United
States much more than they do Jraq and the effects of
sanctions were limited. Ir.aqis simply started living
with less. Even now with war waging, Iraq and
Jordan are still doing trade. And if only sanctions
©1991 The Cenrlll Furfda Fuun •
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
wer~ continued, the rape and pillage of Kuwait would
Business Office (407) 823·2601, News Office (407) 823-2865
contmue unabated.
,
HUMAN RIGHTS:
Editor in Chief
There is no denying that th~ Kuwaitis are suffering
Jamie Carte
at the ~ands of Iraq. Murder,. rap:,. theft and
Jennifer Offenburger des~ruct~on of property a~e what Kuwaitis have had
Managing Editor
Joelle Subourne to hve WJth for the past six months.
News Editor
Roy Fuoco
Sports E~itor
It seems strange then, that the same people whq
Jocelyn Jepson were rallying against the violations in China, just a
Opinion Editor
Steven M. Conner year ago,,,never did ~~r Kuwait. In fa~t, one ?f "war
ConfettilCollage Editor
Melissa Stoker protestor .I.talk~d ~th, whe~ face~ with ~?e i~sue of
Copy Editor
Michael Pohl the Kuwaitis said, So wha~; Id.on t care. ,!his was
Photo Editor
Brian M. Wente a fellow UCF student at an anti-war rally JUSt two
Art Director
Lloyd Whitehead weeks ago.
Production Manager
PROTESTORS:
. .
Thomas Negron
Business Manager
A few years ago I spe~t ~lo~ of bme m Sa~ta Cr~,
Traci Osterhagen
ClassHied Manager
Vic Kirazian ~A, a colleg~ town still hvi?gm 1~69. In this seaside
Advertising Manager
David J. Shoulberg city, prote~tmg a way of life. While I was ther~ ~he
Ad Production Manager
protests duJour were Campbells Soups (for some political
Armand
Cimaroli,
Jeff Celebre,
Advertising Staff:
Shelly Fleis, Suzy Zuljani view ofa c.orporate head or something) and lettuce.
Organizers of the recent protests would have you
Staff Members: Scott Beaman, Steven Bell, Bridget Clark, Anne Decker,
that they are spontaneous demonstrations of
believe
Cindy Farrens, Jim Ferguson, Tom Kopacz, Jessica Pinkman

Central Florida Future

Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or Individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University AdminiS1ration,
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maximum of 300 words and include
the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing for grammar
and space and become the property of the newspaper, subjed to their publication. The
Central Florida Future Is a free, non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during the
academic year and weekly during the summer. All meetings Of the BOP are open to the public.
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·theAmericanconscience.Hardly.PeoplefromHaightAshbury in San Francisco and Santa Cruz and their
followers do this all the time, you only hear about it
when it pertains to something important. These noncontributors to society are what our local apprenticeprotestor Lance Turner calls "experie.nced activist."
Naive new-comers to protests, with the best of
intentions, have found themselves marching with
the Lesbian Zionist for Peace, Lyndon LaRouche
lunaticsandotherstrangE}anddangerousgroups,manyof
whom do blame the troops for what they are doing.
Remember their "Split wood not atoms?" Now
you'd better not cut down a tree or else it could be
booby-trapped. "Nonukes."''Noindustryin ourforests
and wetlands." Never do they offer practical solutions
to problems, just complaints. Preaching "Freedom of
. Expression," they engage in lawful assembly property
damage, injuries to ''establishment represe~tatives"
and infringement of others' rights to move freely and ·
perform daily tasks.
Organizers ofa WashingtonD.C.get-togetherclaim
250,000 attended. Authorities there with experience
in the area say 75,000. Let's just say "a bunch." And
how did they all get there to protest this "war for oil?"
They bothered a lot of people trying to sleep in nearby
hotels, alienated many friends and neighbors and,
the one good thing they did, made the silent majority
of America mad enough to take the streets back from
the vocal minority.
For that I thank them.
For far too long, we tolerated street marches
because they were usually harmless. This gave them
a fa]se sense of power and support. Now they know
where things stand. That's one reason why the "antiwar" protestors quickly changed their approach and
said that they "support the troops "they would get no
tolerance at all if they didn't.
'
. ·
I'dliketoknowtheirdefinitionof"support"though.
Telling soldiers that they're OK, just that their job,
what they're doing, and wanting to do it is wrong.
That's support? "We're just trying to bring them
home sooner." Don't they think that our elected
lea~e.rs foresaw some opposition before making this
declSlon? And just because some tie-dyed drummers
are camped across the street they are.n 't going to
change their minds.
_
' Support is praying for the welfare of the soldiers
sending cards and letters of encouragement, sending
ar~ p~ckages and the funny pages, giving blood during
this bme of great need and showing their families
that you are in any way possible, even if it's just a
yellow ribbon on your car. You don't need to agree
. wjth the government's policies to do that.

....

•
•

-Gary Isleib is an electrical engineering major.

~Letters . ~ Po_ li~y ~

The Central Florida Futur~ er:icourages readers to write letters to the .editor on subjects of interest to the student
body and the UCF comml!nrty in general. Pl~ase keep lett~rs to a maximum of 300 words. Submissions must be
· typed and include the authors full name, signature, major and telephone number.
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Way to establish worl_d freedom is to conquer
•
•

•

,
•

I don't know how many of you heard the State of
the Union address, but I was curious: did it sound like
Bush was just telling us what we wanted to hear?
It would seem that Bush, realizing the rising
energy consciousness ofthe nation and growing worry
over the economi'c system decided to still the tempest,
as it were. He did this by making broad ranged,
generalized, sweeping and very flowery statements
without any true course of action.
· On the subject of Middle-Eastern unrest, Bush
touted a New World Order in which this form of
brutality could not occur. He has been strangely
silent, however, on the Lithuanian incident. In this
situatio_n, the Lithuanians are crying for freedom.
. If the United States can ship several hundred
thousand men to Saudi-Arabia to defend the freedom
of the Kuwaiti government, why-can we not send a
couple hundred thousand in to Lithuania?The answer
is ob_vious, the Soviet Union is a major military

power. If Bush cannot defend the freedom of a Soviet
state wishing to defect for fear of Soviet reprisal, how
can he establish a lasting New World Order
encompassing the Soviet states and China?
I am sure the Soviet Union could go along for a
while, but countries with that much power can do
what they want. Theonlywaytoestablish the freedom
of the world is to conquer it. It sound·s extreme, but conserve energy while he keeps ·a boat that gets two
treatjes can be backed out of, and disarmament wlll miles to the gallon in Kennebunkport, Maine? You
only lead to smaller scale wars. In order to establish can say he's a card-carrying hypocrite, that's what
world peace, you have to have a relatively unarmed you can say. Leaders lead best when their actions set
global village and a peacekeeping force to insure the an example for those they lead, and that boat is not a
security of the world. This is the same principle that good example.
prevents private citizens from owning nuclear
Bush's State of the Union address seems a
· transparent attempt to calm the fears of a nation in
weapons, only on a larger scale.
. In the field of alternative energy, Bush said we a mess. It's time for Bush to put his money where his
needed more research in it. He did not give specifics, mouth is, and start acting like he wants the country
but I feel that his statements were rather hollow. to act. Only then will he gain the support and trust of
What can you say of a man who says we need to the.nation .
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B Street

John Caldara
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SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9AM ALSO WEEKENDS

Delta Gamma
Congratulations to our beautiful new sjster
Tina Zipser on becoming a Miss UCF finalist!
We are all very proud of you. Good luck Saturday in the in the Sig Eg Queen of Hearts
pageant! We'll be routing for you!
Alpha Kappa Psi
Faculty Social went great! Thanks to all who
took part. Congrats. new pledge officers and
good luck! PLEDGES ..DON'T WAIT UNTIL
THE LAST MINUTE FOR THOSE SIGNATURES, START NOW!! BLUE
Zeta Tau Alpha
Happy Valentine's Day! Thanks AXA for a
great totter week! Soccer game is today at
4:00 watch out Sig Ep-ZT~ wants to win
Queen of Hearts!! .

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 2/2 available for immediate
occupancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 6571967
Townhouse Fox Hunt 2 bedroom 2 bath four
can live here. Washer & dryer in each apt.
Available now! To see call Martin Goodman
422-1111
.
1Bdrm 1Bath Apt-walk to UCF $315/mt Cat
okay. 281-6545
UCF walking distance ?Br2bth. All appliances . Available now for rent. Call 381-4240
to leave message
Twnhse for rent 3bd 1 1/2 bath no pets 1 mile
from UCF $595 mnth. Aval Feb. 24. Call
Sheila 380-6283 anytime

Kappa Sigma
Happy Valentine's day to all you ladies out
there. Runnin' Sigs basket ball is bad to the
bone! Woodser is tomorrow, bring a date and
-get set for another party, Kappa Sig style!
Lambda Chi Alpha
ZTA Thanks again for a great week and an
awesome party. Rick-remember-boxers are
there' for a reason. Wart-ditto. Greek Week
coming soon-Stealth-see me. Ranch Dance
is Sat. ·Grab a wench and pay Hack.
Pi Kctppa Alpha
Happy Vaientine~s Day to all our ITKA Sweethearts. Hey Pikes I Founders Day is around
the corner. If you're planning to play softball VI
KT for practices. Peace in the Persian!!

SPARK;DATAVUE laptop computers 640K
88 chip NEW in box $500 TRS printer
$250(Dai sey Wheel) Call Shirley at 841 -7437
days 36603899

WORD PROCESSOR, built-in 9" screen and
· daisy wheel printer, retails for over $450,
Tau Kappa Epsilon
asking $280 nearly new warranty, call Mike at
Tau Kappa Epsilon-Let's get fired up and
657-0565
support our sports teams! TKE 1 vs. Pike
Thurs at 5:00 at the soccer field. Remember,
.TAPE DECK, Technics Tape Deck, Dolby B
get those dues in! Arriba!
and C, dbx noise reduction, asking $85, call
Mike 657-0565
BOOKS-Japanese lndustry-"Theory XOuchi-$3, "The Reckoning" -Halberstam-$4,
"Kaisha, The Japanese Corp."-Abeaglen/
Stalk-$10, "Yen!''-Burstein-$15. Ext. 2972

A.A. meeting every Wed. 12-1pm Bio. bldg.
room 140
FELLOWSHIP OF·CHRISTIAN ATHLETES
TONIGHT6:15
WAYNE DENSCH SPORTS CENTER
\,.1
LOBBY

Hey al[ you nature lovers! The weather's great
and you knowwhatthatr:neans? It's canoeing
time! This Saturday at Wekiva-see Scott
Giddens for more info.

O'Brien Windsurfer exc condition $300 or best
offer Melissa 382-1849
(2) Aquariums both 30 Gal complete with
pumps , filters, stands, hoods, and fish . Call
275-0611 ask for Brooks

MALE to share house, 6mi to UCF. Wash/dry.
Micro. $185+1/2 678-1738

For Sale-FUGI Racing Bike-quality components! $250(flrm) Call 380-7244

Responsible Roommate MIF wanted tc share
2br/2bath condo in Maitland $300 per month
plus 1/2 utilities

Part-time help wanted-set your own hourswork out of your own home-a unique opportunity for teachers and ~tudents-CAll 407262-2023

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME
CALL FOR INFo'RMATION
504-641-8003 EXT. 2568 'J

"One Heart-One Love-ONE BIG PARTY"
Spring Break Jamaica ReggaeJam
(800) "U" REGGAE ... (800) 873-4~23 'Happy Valentine's Day from Shamrock Beverage - Treat your valentine to the best - Specials on fine wine and Asti

Lisa, Hey Gimp, get yourself better soonl
Happy Valentine's Day Love Mar
CeeJey, I love you I Anton

Herpes Curable relief guaranteed. Send $3
and SASE to Health International PO Box 985 Todd J. Happy 21st Birthday!!! (oh, what a
· waste} Gotcha! Love ya bunches ...Marie
Beverly Hills FL 32665

Kim,
-The Rose Family-by Robert Frost
The rose is a rose,
And was always a rose.
But the theory now goes
That the apple's a rose,
And the pear is, and so's
The plum, I suppose.
The dear only knows
What will next prove a rose.
You, of course, are a roseBut were always a rose.
-Happy Valentine's-Love JC

A Personal Match Matchmakers
An alternative way to meet new friends and
develop relationships! We carefully select
for you people worth meeting. Try our $15
intro offer. Call MATCHMAKERS at 3273937 Mon-Sat 10-8
Resumes, Term Papers- Best rates in town.
Excellent. Local. 679-6679

AUTUMN, I LOVE YOU!!
Taxes- I come to you. 327-9253Ask for Glen,
evenings & weekends
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
Your college credentials. Make 'em real, make
'em gold, make 'ern Jostens! There is a
difference; look for it! It's Academic 1n the
University Shoppes.

GWM, 22, 6'1" 160 Athletic, love beach seeks
same for relationship
PO Box 677771
Orlando 32867-7771 ·

GOOD LUCK to Victoria and to the cast and
crew of Biedermann and the Firebugs on
Fri.day night at 8:00 pm. And continued success on Feb. 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, at
.8:00pm and 9n Feb. 17 &20 at 2:00pm-:-Bria~
Michael,
You are the most special person I've ever met.
Thank you for always being there for me,
making me smile, and holding me when I
The ti me until! we can be together can't go fast
enough. I love you and remember; you will
always be my Valentine.
All my love, Traci

cry:

RUGBY! Happy Valentine's Day to the sexiest
men on campus. Great job on Sat, we knew
you'd kill them. Let's have another victory
against USF in Tampa Sat. We Love you!
Huggers

WP.EDITING: $1.25 & UP. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
Student documents and resumes. Same day
service available. IBM/AT, Word Perfect
5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate

Quit typing· Call Stress Alleviators Profess 1onally typed & edited.
Written
projects(terms, resumes, etc) Call Barbara at
(407) ~51-0065.
.

Reasonaol~ and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, Rush jobs
Complete Typing/WP services fast. AES 241
Aloma #226 671-4414
'81 BMW 3201 good cond . new tires, auto,
273-7478, Billfish

- Plymouth Reliant "83 good condition $1800
Ca:! 380-2026 #1062

Laurence H.,
Happy Valentine's Day and good luck with
baseball!
Love, Nikki
P.S. Give me a call!

t

EVERY FRIDAY IS JOSTENS RING DAY AT
IT'S ACADEMIC!

1

•

'l'

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045

'80 Dodge Omn'i look AC 4-speed new tires,
brakes, CV-joints AM/FM cass. After 6:00
366-8688 $400

... PIE• R U Smitten+ OK"OK Well+Did It Go
Through+ 1 Dance Move+Dishes+ALL The
Times We've shared+YOU=..lust Some of
Many Moments I'll Remember &
Love!(Breadstick Smile) .CUTIE ...

Jodi, You're the only Valentine in my life Love,
Bryan

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
The ring that's always finished and polished
on the inside. Jostens! There is a difference;
look for it! It's Academic in the University
Shoppes.

Roommate for house $170 per month 10
minutes from UCF 366-0278

M/F 3bd/2pa house in downtown area $325 +
112 util. 423-8014

ENTRY-LEVEL PROFESSIONALS- No time
to find a job?- Hundreds of jobs for students &
grads, by phone, 24 ·hrs. per day in 407 area.
New & unique directory of job hotlines. No 900
#'s! Use your phone ANYTIME for JOB
SUCCESS! Rush $10 chk/mq to CAREERS
FLORIDA PO Box 950398, Lake Mary, FL
32795 ph:407-323-2700

Glase - I Love You I!!• Traci
FOUND: 2 rings in the restroom near the
bookstore last Wednesday To claim, please
go to the KIOSK

HP-12C Calculator & manual $70 /OBO Call
Scott@657-5402 M-F 10:00-7:00

M/F to share 2bd apt 1mi from UCF $200 + 1/
2 util 381-4119 (Val} Leave message pleasemay move in 3-1-91

Wanted: M/F nonsmoker 2bdrm/2bath duplex
1 1/2 miles from UCF W/D, mostly furnished
$207.50 + 1/2 utilities 281-8371

RPS needed Pff package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715

2 surfboards excellent condition. Call Jay
695-7015

Townhouse for sale near UCF-ldeal !nvestment for parents of college student. Two
bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, kitchen, living room,
appliances included. Can c6mfortably accommodate 4 students. Excellent condition.
Assumable mortgage. Call 876-2590 or 2829191 for info.
·
Needed ASAP: -Female N/S to share 2bed/
2bath apt. on lake, 10 min. from UCF. $160
mo. + 1/3 utilities. Call 678:0051. Leave
message

To Blair, Bekah, Livy, Melis & Alli Good luck/
the studs on• day! Greg, Jeff+ Ed I UI Mark
M. UR the best Big Bro I •size 2 ZETA+ Sig
Ep Happy• Day!!! Love always, Shawna

Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1} 8~5-687-6000 Ext. B-4628

Exciting Jobs in ALASKA: Hiring menwomen. Summer/year round. Fishing, canneries, logging, mining, censtniction, oil companies. Skilled/unskilled. Transportation $600
plus weekly. CALL NOW! 1-206-736-700b,
Ext. B262
Why Rent? Homes for $1, Repos. Gov't
giveaway programs ! For information 504641-8003 Ext. R-2568
.

Chris- I hope your interview went great!
Thanks for all your love and support lately.
Happy Valentine's Day! I • UI Dana

•Scoby: Happy Valentine's Day
I LOVE YOU!, •Puff
Hey MBW!' Happy V-Dayl Will you be my
Valentine, Hon-yo?! I love you sweetie! • ,
your Hon-ya, Suzy Ha!Hal Hope I made you
shy I
' Chris - Hey! Happy Valentine's Day, Sweetie I,
You have made me very happy. I'll miss you
this weekend: I love you (in print-eeekkkl)
Love, "Cutie"
Wiggle Worm,
Happy Valentine's Day. I love you! Every
moment that passes reminds me that you are
the reason for the blossoms in my heart.
Love your love, always and forever
Along with my heart,
I give you Red, Yellow, and White Roses.
Frab

To Brookie - The stud-mama of love! Happy
Valentine's Day to the best roomie ever! Love
ya! Suzy
LSAT GMAT GRE Prep course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by Testing Specialists
Michael Tierney, 897-3:500

Raesome,
It has been the most.excellent year. Thanks
for the memories. Happy Valentine's Day!
Love you bunches, Duke

I love Mark Mierzejewski, Debra

Brett, Where were you Tuesday? I waited
forever. Don't bother to call tonight. I'm taking
someone new to see The Freshman in the
Wild Pizza @ 9pm. Have fun by yourself.
Bunnie
JeffHappy V-Day! Long time no see.
Love- Cathy
Steven, We've had our ups & downs but we
always come back to our hearts. I'm EXPOUNDED! Happy Valentine's Day. Ri Ruv
Rao-Cyndi XXXOOO
Dear Smiley Fri was great!?! Hope you found
your Discover Card; your pledge sister was
trashed her littl~ sister was smashed and Jim
had a blast!
HAPPY Birthday Lora
Happy• day you all
LORD: Happy Anniversary and Valentine's
Day I I love you! Anna
To All the girls I loved before
Happy• Day. Special love with lots of
Hugs and Kisses to Dawn F. ·
"Stay away from Debbie, you'll live longer"
Your secret admirer

We helped
Walt make a
name for

•

. :.

himself.
Walt took a seriuous fall as a college cheerleader. With a
lot of determination, and a little boost from us, Walt is
making his mark as a successful financial consultan~.
GivP the power to overcome. Give to Easter Seals_

•
•
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next season.
Yet, McDowell said h e will not look t o
illness.
Usu ally swift and decisive in h er
these signees to be stepping in to fill any
vict ories, UCFs Dana Caputa faced an
of th e Knights' current needs.
unusually tough match, fighting for her
''We did sign the best crop oflineman,
victory in a game Assistant Coach Cleave
but it's rar e when we don't redshirt a
Frink described as "Quite a struggle."
player," McDowell said. "Most freshmen
Caputa won, 7-5, 6-4.
need to redshirt and most students need
Davis' win at 6-0, 6-1, was the most
extra semesters to graduate."
convincing of the singles matches.
McDowell said the departure of
Zuemen also played well, winning 6Beckton and Jefferson at receiver has
2, 6-2.
left no major holes in the UCF offense.
"Kim Davis played a killer game,"
"We redshirted Brian Crutcher and
Frink said. "Those 4, 5 and 6 spots are
David Rhodes last year, and with Mike
very important and I'm pleased that she,
Dickinson and Bret Cooper coming back,
Dana and Rachel [Zuemen] came
we've really got four quality receivers,"
through".
McDowell said. "But we did sign Mark
In the doubles, Rikshiem and Ragsdale
Whittemore, who we really like, out of
defeated their opponents 6-2, 6-0.
Buchholz. He's really fast."
Crystal Warner and Davis sustained McDowell also seems excited about 5UCFs only loss, with 6-2, 3-6, 6-3. The
11, 215-pound linebacker Bernard Brown
match ended with Zuloaga and Caputa ·
'o ut of Sanford Seminole.
winning, 6-0, 6-2, for UCF's first victory
"This linebacker from Sanford is a
this season.
real superstar," McDowell said.
The UCF men's tennis team bounced
If things go according to UCF plans, higherin the mind ofhigh-school players Division I-AA football.
With all thisexposureandacclaimbehlnd back from a crushing 9-0 loss to Rollins
these players will emerge in two seasoQs looking to play on a college football team.
The rewards of a season, which took them, the Knights have been able to attract last week to defeat FJCC, 6-3, Tuesday
as the new breed of Knights.
"I would not expect this group of the team all the way to the semifinals, quality players to take the team to an even to giving the Knights their first season
higher level of play.
victory.
recruits to fit in this year," McDowell have paid big dividends for McDowell.
UCFplayer KenJackson'sfirstmatch,
UCF became the first I-AA football
"Itmade a big difference. It really helped
said. "If a football team has to depend on
team to make the playoffs in its first a lot," Hoffman said. ''Instead of players a 6-0, 6-0 loss, brought back sour
its freshmen, it's in trouble."
The football team's success on the season in the division, and McDowell saying, 'Where's UCF?,' they said, 'We've memories of Rollins. However, though
Pat Curry lost, 6-3, 7-5, he put up a hard
gridiron-this season has put UCF much was recognized as Coach of the Y_e~ for been waiting for you to come talk to us."'
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - , fight against FJCC's Tobias
Bejvel.
David Goldfarb began UCF'
rally back by defeating FJCC's
Bill Chapman, 6-1, 6-3 .
Todd Burrows continued the
roll with a 6-2, 6-3 vict ory, and
Luis Luna took the No. 4 spot
\vith a commanding 6-2, 6-0
victory against FJCC's Charlie
Simon.
FJCC's Andrew Mor e,
however, ended the Knights'
streak by inflicting a tough
three-set defeat on UCF's J ose
Perez, tying the match at 3-3
going into t he doubles.
The tie was broken in the
first doubles match withJackson
and Burrows taking a slightly
pr oblematic match against
FCCJ's Bejvel and More, 6-2, 36, 6-3.
The UCF victory was locked
with Perez and Goldfarb's strong
winning performance, 6-1, 6-2 .
The final game was a grueling
testofwill with UCF'sLunaand
Curry taking the first set, 6-2,
only to be defeated in the next
set, 3-6.
The final, drawn -out set
ended with a 7-6 UCFvictory.
"All-in-all, I was very pleased
with the overall performance of
both the men's and women's
teams," Assistant Coach Cleave
Frink said.

HEY!
•

·/ r

The Central Florida Future
is seeking news reporters
for the Brevard, Daytona and
South Orlando campuses.
If you are interested in

writing news for your campus,
please call us at UCF-NEWS
(that's 823-6397), or drQp by

our office and fill out an
application.

,, ,
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helps me and the team."
Boles was a redshirt
sophomore last season and is
FROM PAGE 16
the senior member of the
"It's almost impossible to keep Knights. He knows the
Mike out of the lineup,'' center basketball team's transition
Ken Leeks said. "He works so from being a doormat to
hard and his quickness on . climbing the steps of
defense and on the boards respectability perhaps better

BOLES

FROM PAGE 16

were a perfect with four- to si.Xfoot faces, yet they would be
hard to time correctly.
A shallow reef just outside
the outside break was making
the set waves appear larger and
about to break.
Once the wave would pass
the shallow reef, it would back
down until it reached closer to
the beach.
Many surfers were fooled into
paddling out too far, which
resulted in a low wave count.
Thejudgeslookatacompetitors
best three waves.
Keppler caught three waves

in his semifinal heat. In the
finals, when the judges count
four waves, he caught four.
Because of the size of the .
waves and the maneuvers
Keppler completed, the low wave
count did not affect the outcome.
He won both the semifinal and
final rounds.
Kepplerwasnottheonly UCF
surfer who had a good day.
Kellas Sallas, surfing on
UCFs C team, surfed his way to
the quarterfinals. Six surfers
competed in the· quarterfinals
and three advanced.
Sallas tied for third place but
· lost the tie-breaker by a margin
of .5ina11.0-11.5 finish.
Steffen Grey, another new

than anyone.
"As a team, we have things to
shoot for that we really didn't
have when I first came to UCF,"
Boles said. "We're shooting for
upsets that are now in our reach.
The other big difference is in the
fans. People didn't come out to
see us. I love the fans now."

member of the UCFs A team,
reached the quarterfinals.
The competition was the third
eventoftheyear. UCFis ranked
third behind top-ranked Flagler
and FIT.
The next event will be March
10 at Satellite Beach.
J.C. Korean, from UCF's
Daytona Beach campus, is
expected to join the eight-man A
team. He recently finished
eighth in the men's division of
the U.S. Amateur Surfing
Championships.
The A team will consist of Ed
Westburg, Jenifer Rowlette,
Andy Sauder, Danny Young,
David llano, Korean, Keppler
and anchor man Steve Shaffer.

.,.

STRETCHING THE LAW
UCF's Chris Law fires a pitch in the Olive Garden Classic. He won
the Knights' only game in the-classic Friday night. ·
·

.--------------------~1 I

• Confetti ·.
I
L

Read it every Thursday in The Central Florida Future

10% DISCOUNT with valid UCF ID
FREE UNIFORM NO REGISTRATION FEE
(WITH ENROLLMENT IN ANY REGULAR PRICE PROGHAM)

!

~~-----------~--~---~
. UNION PARK SHELL
9998 E COLONIAL DR
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
TEL. 277-4962

DAY· EVENING· WEEKEND CLASSES
GRANDMASTER JOO-YUL OH

7550 UNIVERSITY BLVD. TAKE PRIVATE LESSONS:
8TH DEGREE BLACK BELT
&
*EARN BLACK BELT MORE
MASTER'S DEGREE IN
UNIVERSITY
(
QUICKLy
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
GOLDEN ROD)
40 YEARS EXPERIENCE
*TRAIN FOR CHAMPIONSHIPS
TRAINED a OFFICIAL WORLD
·
657-5422
(NATIONAL, WORLD, OLYMPIC)
CHAMPIONS!
. . . · ~~~~~~~~
I

I

UCF lEAM DEN.TIST

ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS AND FACULTY...
UNION PARK SHELL PROUDLY
ANNOUNCES A •••

to

Our UCF Back School
Good Knight Offer!

15°/o DISCOUNT

$1 O Check-up includes:
• Initial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good with Valid UCF l.D. Only

ON ALL LABOR AND PARTS COVERING
ALL AUTO REPAIRS
WEOF~ER:

.....

*COMPUTERIZ-E D ENGINE
ANALYSIS
*BATTERIES AND
ACCESORIES
*TUNE-UPS
.*BRAKES
*ALL GENERAL ·
AUTOMOTIVE WORK ·

Expires 5/3/91
Good on initial visit only

282-210·1
*THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
PAYMENT HAS A RIGHTTO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT
OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE,
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
RESULT OF AND WITH IN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR 1HE FREE, DISCOUNTED FEE, OR RE- .
DUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

WOLFF SYSTEM

11780 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)
TA~NING

AT

~A~·FASTIQUE TANNING SALON
•

··'<:

ALL REPAIRS:
90 DAYS/ 4000 MILES.

NATIONWIDE
WARRANTY!!
\

*PLEASE PRESENT ·ucF ID*

•

~fZllll

"':

··
...

.:

REEDY PLAZA-10376 E. COLONIA DR. 282-6042
MON·FRJ·s30 AM·· 9 PM SAT 9-6PM

!NAILS.BY JOYCE;'CYNTmA.lND PATTI JQ

"
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Tuesday's results
UCF 6, FCCJ 3

• Men's Basketball Standings
Conference

•

•
•

•

•

•

w
New Orleans
Arkansas State
Louisiana Tech
Lamar
UCF
SW Louisiana
UT Pan American

3

4
2

Overall
Pct

.777
.666
.555
.500
.375
.400
.222

w

L
5
7
9
8
11
8
17

19
16
15
15
10
17
5

Pct

.792
.696
.625
.652
.476
.680
.227

Tuesday's results-

Women's Basketball Standings

Lamar
Louisiana Tech.
New Orleans
Arkansas St.
UCF

~

7
6
5
4

L
2
3
4
4
5
6
7

Singles:
Tobias Bejvel (FJCC) d Pat Curry °(UCF), 6-3, 75; Fredrick Kristiansson (FJCC) d. Ken Jackson
(UCF), 6-0, 6-0; Andrew More (FJCC) d Jose Perez
(UCF), 6-2, 3-6, 7-5; Luis Luna (UCF) d. Charlie
Simon (FJCC), 6-2, 6-0; Todd Burr9ws (UCF) d. Craig
Lassamore (FJCC) 6-2, 6-3; David Goldfarb (UCF) d.
Bill Chapman (FJCC) , 6-1, 6-3.
Doubles:
Jackson-Burrows (UCF) d. Bejvel-More (FJCC),
6-2, 3-6, 6-3; Perez-Goldfarb (UCF) d. KristianssonSlmon (FJCC), 6-1, 6·2; Luna-Curry (UCF) d. Larramore-Chapman (FJCC), 6-2, 3-6, 7-6.

SW Louisiana
UTPA

Conference

Overall

w

Pct

w

1.000
.750
.625
.555
.250
.222·
.125

21
13
11
15
7
3
6

8
6

5
5
2
2

L
0
2
3
4
6
7
7

L
2
7
10
6
12
19
16

UCF 8, FCCJ 1

Pct

.913
.650
.523
.714
.368
.136
.273

Singles:
f:lanne Rikshelm (UCF) d. Anne Larson (FCCJ)
6-4,-2-6, 6-1; Valerie Zuloaga (UCF) wins by default
over Cindy McGee (FCCJ); Kristin Ragsdale (UCF) d.
Sophia Henderup (FCCJ) 6-1, 6-2; Dana Caputa
(UCF) d. Gumilla Garstrom (FPCJ) 7-5, 6-4;
Kim Davis (UCF) d. Valot Slezak (FCCJ) 6·0, 61; Rachel Zuemen (UCF) d. Natalie Gerrard (FCCJ) 62, 6-2.
Doubles:
_
Rikshiem-Ragsdale (UCF) d. Larson-Hanson
(FCCJ) 6·2, 6-0; McGee-Garstrom(FCCJ) d. WarnerDavis (UCF)', 6-2, 3-6, 6-3; Zuloaga-Caput11 (UCF) d.
Slezak·Garstrom (FCCJ) 6-0, 6-2 . .

•

Phillips honored. again
Tari Phillips was honored again by the American South
Conference as the player of the week for third time this year. ,
She averaged 43 points ana 18 rebounds in two games last
week. She also set single-game marks in scoring and rebounds.

Winning double
When UCF- defeated Lamar, it marked the first time
since 1987 that the basketball team won 1Oor more games.
That year, UCF went 12-1 § in Phil Carter's second year as
coach. UCF actually won its 10th game Thursday against
Texas-Pan American. But because the Running Knights'
victory over Brandon in the Tangerine Tournament did not
count, the 10th victory was delayed.

This won't be the last time
The last time the UCF basketball team had a .5()0 record
late in the year was· in 1984 when it won nine consecutive
games before losing the last game to finish 15-13 under Chuck
Machock. The Running Knights should be 11-11.

And two will lead
SW Louisiana and UCF are the only teams with players
leading two statistical catagories. USL's Kevin Brooks and
Aaron Mitchell lead in scoring and assists, respectively. For
UCF, Ken Leeks leads in field-goal percentage, and Sinua
P.hillips leads in assists .
'

Picking passes properly
An impressive statistic for Mitchell is that he averages
5.9 assists per game and just 2.6 turnovers - the best in the
conference .

tt

•
compiled by Roy Fuoco
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4~~ter the Air Force
~

immediately after graduati o n - without waiting for the
results of yo ur State Boa rds. You
can earn great benefi ts as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. Calr

FIRST

. RESPONSE
5-Minute

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL-FREE 1-800-423-USAF

Pregnancy

Test
Results first day
ct missed period

•
•

You've missed your period. You're trying
to sleep, but you can't stop thinking about
it. You've got to know now.
So you use your FIRST RESPONSE
Pregnancy Test. Now you know. No more
wondering. No more worrying.
With the FIRST RESPONSE@Pregnancy
Test, you can find out if you're pregnant in
five minutes any time of the day-even on
the first day of your missed period. It's 99%
accurate in laboratory testing and it's easy
to use .
FIR~ t

If you have any questions, call us toll-free
at 1-800-367-6022.

TERM PAPERS TYPED .
$1.ZS/page*

:: ::: FIRST

~double-spac~d ll corrected)

=--::®
RESPONSE.

24·BOVR SERVICE
(or better!)

Home Diagnostic Kits

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ T~E WRiTE IMAqE _ _ _ _ _ _ _I

We'll help put your mind at ease.
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Playoff.trip selling point to UCF recruits
by Jamie Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Although UCF was not
among the schools battling for
elite football talents like
Orlando's Marquette Smith on
Natio'nal Signing Day on
Tuesday, it did sign Michael
Jordan.
Not theJ ordan ofthe Chicago
Bulls and Nike fame, but a 6foot-3, 195-pound, strong-armed
quarterback out of Gaither High
School. He is one of many gems
in a list of UCF's new recruits.
"This is the best class we've
ever signed," recruiting
coordinator Charlie Hoffman

said: "These are the best
UCF signed 18 players: eight
students we have ever had, the
players, eight
offensive
Breaking it down
best size of players overall and
defensive players and two listed
' Here's how the 1991 list
the best speed."
for both-offensive and defensive
of recruitments breaks
UCF Coach Gene McDowell
positions.
said he is pleased with UCF's ·
According to Hoffman,
downby position:
1991 recruits but believes the
running backs and quarterbacks
QB-2
OL-3
team willnotfeel therealimpact
were the biggest talents they
RB-3
DL.-3
of these additions in the near
recruited.
TE-WR - 2
LB-DB- 4
future.
"We signed three great
"Obviously, we like the
tailbacks and two great
players we signed or we wouldn't Beckton and Shawn Jefferson; quarterbacks," Hoffman said.
have signed them," McDowell running backs Mark Giacone "One turned down NC State,
.said. "It looks like we got more and Perry Balasis; and offensive the other turned down
. than we've ever gotten in a linemen Derrick Connor, Louisville, among others,"
signing date before. On paper,it Andrew Bishop, Tom Laipply Hoffman · said. "Of the three
looks great."
and Craig Marsden, the Knights tailbacks, everyone has a chance
With the departure of key · were looking for an infusion of to be a state champion in track."
players like receivers Sean new talent to help UCF.
With the growth UCF has

experienced in the quality of its
academics, athletics and
reputation, along with the
attraction of being in Central
Florida, the Knights have an
advantage when it comes to
recruiting.
'We've got the acadeTJ)ics.
We've got the best talent in the
country right here in Florida,
bar none," Hoffman said. "Our
biggest selling point is really
location."
Among the positions
McDowell felt strongest about
was the offensive line, perhaps
UCF's biggest need going into
see .RECRUITS page 13

'

UCF men's -golf.team
finishes 4th-' in Gator
.

.

by Michele Dragonetti
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF men's golf team finished
fourthinafieldof18overtheweekendat
the Gator Invitational at the University
Golf Course in Gainesville.
UCF shot a team total of 864; with all
three-day individual scores Within the
216-218 range.
Andrew Rice performed best, posting
a three-day total of216, and finished tied
for 19th overall.
Jon Cowgill, who finished tied for 26th

overall with a 21 7, registered a team low
·of 69 on the first outing. Malcolm Joseph
also finished at 21 7.
Hans Tram Olson and Paul
Bastian tied for 30th overall with
scores of 218.
Florida State finished first with a
team total of 84 7. Louisiana State and
Georgia took second and third places,
respectiv~ly.
(,
Georgia's Paul Claxton was the
leading medalist with a score of 207. He
won by two shots over Mississippi's Greg «
Heinecke.

Time on b~nch pushes
Boles to wOrk harder
.

.

Dean sal.d. "Mikeplayedonlyoneminute
in
the Red Lobster Classic (two losses, to
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
the North Carolina Tar Heels and the
He was gone, for a while, but not DePaul Blue Demons), and two weeks
forgotten. Junior forward Mike Boles later he was a starter. His hustle and
didn't get much playing· time for the team attitude earned him that spot."
Running Knights earlier in the basketball Not playing seemed to make Boles
season, but hard work has earned him a hungrier to prove he could contribute to
spot in the starting lineup.
the team.
Boles averaged 7.1 minutes per game
"Being put on the bench made me play
in the first 10 games: But in the past 11 harder," Boles said. "I was
little
games he has averaged 24. 7 minutes disappointed at first. -I just wanted to
and has started in the past six.
contribute to the team and do whatever
In the Knights' victory over Lamar wa·s best for the team."
Saturday night, Boles grabbed a gameAt 6-foot-6, 200 pounds, Boles is a role
high 11 rebounds and chipped in seven player who contributes defense and
points in his 27 minutes.
rebounding to the Knights.
"Mike's rebounds were a big factor in
Both should be needed, especially in
our win over Lamar,'~ UCF coach Joe the tail en~ of UCF's schedule, which
Dean said.
includes four AmericanSouth Conference
Dean singled out Boles for his foes that have each defeated the Knights
determination and team attitude while once this season.
waiting for his chance to play.
"I usedhimasanexamplein practice,"
see BOLES page 14
by Glenn Carrasquillo

a
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HEY, WH~RE'S THE ICE?
Adam Oakish, a member of the Sandlot Boys, practices a shot while playing street
hockey in a caged parking lot Sunday.'

Newcomer wins
NSSA surf title

Men's and women'S
tennis beats FCCJ

by Matt Mccredie

Ladies win for 1st time, ·halt 4-game losing skid
by Gregory Eyma
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After sustaining its fourth
consecutive loss this season at the
hands of Florida Southern College
Monday, the UCF women's tennis
squad returned Tuesday to score a
near shutout against Florida
Community
College
at
Jacksonville.
In addition to consistent
performances from team individual
leaders Hanne Riksheim and Dina

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Caputa, several UCF players
shined.
In the first match, Rikshiem
ertcoun tered slight difficulty, taking
the first set, 6-4, and losing the
second set, 6-2. However, with her
characteristic aggres.sive style,
Rik.sheim returned to command the
final set, 6-1.
UCF won the next match by
default when Valerie Zuloaga's
opponent failed to compete due to
see TENNIS page 13

Hanne Riksheim helped UCF with
6-4, 2-6, 6-1 victory in her match.

a

Steve Keppler, a new member of the UCF Surf Club,
led the team in the National Scholastic Surfing
Association competition at the Fort Pearce Inlet Sunday.
_ Keppler won the individual competition to help
UCF's A team finish fourth.
Keppler's victory marked the second time in three .
contests that a UCF surfer won the individual
competition in the men's division.
"The waves were hard to judge," Keppe11 said. 'They
were hard to find, but when you caught one, they could
be ridden for a mile."
Indeed, the wave count for many of the contestants
proved to be a fatal factor in their heats. The waves
see SURF page 14
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by Krista Herring
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Art By Brian Wente

I

met 'R.gger tfre.ifay 6efore classes startedmyfreshman. year a:t apicnic atLak.i; daire.
:He, too, was in the honors program and a music minor.
I ion 't tfiinkwe spokg mucfi, fut in the ne:t,t coupfe ofweek§ we became gooafriends.
It wasn't Cong 6efore I fuu{ a huge crush on
'l((Jger was so sweet. J-fe fiac£ agreat sense ofhumor andwas inte{{igent. Ia never met a
guy Ukg, ftim 6efore.
see LOVE L~TTER page 4

mm.
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Don'tjudge Maggie's Dream by its cover
The band plays nice, unique sound
by Mark Thomas

haven't really listened to the
album. We pretty much listen
to
older stuff."
bizarr
, e ride." That is how
bassist Lonnie Hillyer and
Lyrics? "We find it easier to
vocalist Danny Palomo de- write about things we feel," said
. scribed the inteIView once it was over · Danny. If that happens to come
and when they thought no one lis- out as being socially conscious
then so be it. They do not feel
tening.
"A bizarre ride" is a also a perfect that a musician necessarily has
description for the
a responsibility
members of Maggie's
to be socially
conscious, but
Dream themselves.
it is just what
These guys sound
comes easy to
burnt out enough to
them.
be arrested for probaAs to where
ble cause. but they say
the name ·
they do not do drugs.
Maggie's
They had never perDream
formed liVe as a group
came from,
before they cut their
one
day,
first album. and they
one
of
the
s1gned a record con'
band
members
was
walking
tract solely on the strength oftheir demo.
Do not let this lead you to think it through a store. and saw the
was easy for them to break into the book "Maggie's American
Dream" by James D. Komer.
business.
"It's never easy." Lonnie comment- The rest is history.
By the way, they think the
ed. "It took a lot of work. A lot of us
had been playing gigs for a wh~e [be- Beatles have a "dumb-ass"
fore the group came together]. It's not name, "but what the hell else
like Warrant or New Kids on the Block could yol! call them."
They deplore the· trend to- they didn't work. "
Maggie's Dream describes itself as ward dancing and lip-syncing
a band from New York that plays a done by such groups as the
"rock. funk, folk mix." "All of our songs immortal Milli Vanilli. "It's besound different, but they come from coming such a trend that peo- Maggie's .Dream emphasizes talent and substance over flashy looks.
the same place," said Danny in refer- ple are overlooking rock music
ence to the band's unique sound.
and feel music. When I go to a concert and they were probably picked up.while do not really matter with the band's
They cite many influences, one of I want to see somebody sing," says they were playing basketball."
musical talent and unique sound.
which is the legendaiy funkadelic, but , Lonnie.
Maggie's Dream is a refreshing I'm sure Maggie's Dream is going to
· they stress that-t hey do not b:y to copy
They feel there is a certain atmosphere change from the dancing pretty faces be around for a while, or at least
someone else's style. What you here is that exist~ when a band performs live, that dominate the current music _until the members get sick of one
all Maggie's Dream.
_
and it's lost by the lip-syncing and heavy · scene. As one can see from the band's another.
album fold-out. it was not given a
However. they do-not listen to much emphasis on dancing.
So remember the name of this New
contempo:raiy music, as Lonnie says, "I
"The New Kids on the Block are just contract for winning a beauty contest. York band, Maggie's Dream - truly
like that song by Janes Addiction, but I some guys from Boston who can dance.
In the case of Maggie's Dream, looks "a bizarr.e ride."
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., Jooyeats ;stmte ajt except for 2 songs
Week ending Feb. 9

This song is great, and inspired hope f<?r the JudyBats.
Still. the rest··o f this_cassette
doesn't quite deliver as "Native ·
Son" does. Ttuly, this track
and one other make this cassette worthwhile.
"Convales€ing in Spain" fs
an interesting song with a
steady beat and oxymoronic
deliyery. The music is upbeat.
·with a dorky-:sot.inding voice
that makes the song seem so
silly and an -~occasional ·visit
•Native Son
frail). a chirping thought.
Artist: The J udyBats
Jeff Heiskell wrote for this
Producer: Richard Gottehrer
Label: Sire
song some strong lyncs about
istening to the JudyBats getting over a breakup in
·is like a puberty lust- ..........................................,............._
laden date: You
't hink you're gonna get so
much out of the experience, but you wind up
being teased.
Notto say that! ani.
out for cheap thrills,
but the JudyBats seem
to offer so much ~d put out
so little.
the first track of their Native
Sm album is the title track The
opening "AHHS" brought me
back to the day Pixies busted Spain. The mock Spanish line
me out with Surfer Rosa. What "Hagame uno mas! Esos son
a rush that was.
muy cool!" makes this song
"Gigantic" is pleasantly stolen an instant classic in the Pixin "Native Son," with its non- ies "Isla · de incanta" book of
sensical lyrics and Kirn Deal/ ethnicity.
BlackFrancisstyle harmonizing.
The following track is too

\

L

much like·those cheese-techno-rockers-turned-illdustrialrunts Real Life.
Remember "Send me an
angel?" How about the RAD
motion picture sound track?
No? Well, listen to "Dant drop
the baby" and you'll catch up
on old times, where a synthesizer would swirl over rockish
guitars and a steady beat.
I do not favor this song
greatly, but as I was about to
fast forward away this ditty to
never-never land. my roomi~
said, "Who is this? I like it!" I
guess it depends on the ear.
"Incognito,~ as for the rest
of the album, is too denotive
of the group They Might Be
Giants. With the great line of
"In the back of the front of the
·middle line ... " I am whisked
away to the land of John and
John and shoe horns with
teeth. It was fresh two years
back. Now it is fairly tired.
If there is an incentive to
listen to this tape, it is-for the
title track and "Convalescing
in

•

@1991 Billboard magazine

s
3. "All the
. ·:~:i'
Wh1'tney H oust ..."~~:)l:
4. "Play That
, ,.,..
Vanilla Ice
5. "Love Will Ne
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Doug Stone

Bell Biv Devoe
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~pain."

Other than these two great
songs, the rest of the album
has the JudyBats beating
themselves waxing silly.
Hopefully, a sure thing will
come up soon. Until then,
happy cold showering!
-by Anthony Torres .
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Adventure trip good escape for lottery winners
by Nick Conte

A

fter a grueling week of
tests, papers and other
scholarly pursuits, I
was looking forward to a quiet
weekend. This is my time to
relax, sleep, snack, veg out,
etc ...
So I assumed my position
of power on the couch and I
was flipping through the 1V
channels when, suddenly, I
notice a show on one of those .
outdoorsie networks.
On screen, a group of macho Marlin Perkins types are
traveling through nie Berber
Kingdom of Southern Morocco on camels. The Camel
.trekkies are laughing and
carrying on like Robin Hood
and his meny men. Every time
these desert studs got near a
city it . seemed veiled ladies
followed them.
Granted, most of the women of the Berber Kingdom need
a veil because they looked like
Clydesdales, but nevertheless,
the macho travelers were getting the red carpet treatment.
Then it hit me, ADVENTURE

macho adventure traveler.
A man who has covered the
globe, making his meals ofI
goat dung, a man macho
enough to use bat spit for ·lip
balm, or cool enough to wrestle
mountain apes for laughs. This
is the kind of dude I wanted to
be.
Without another moment's
thought, I ran to my truck and .
drove to the local bookstore. I grabbed books off
the shelfwith titles like
"Your Knife and
You," "Cannibals:
Friend or Foe?"
and "20Ways to
Seduce Nomadic Jungle
Babes," along
with a magazine titled Ad-

TRAVEL!

What better way to spend
your weekends than marching
through Third World coimtries, seducing village ladies
and collecting artifacts to
show off to your drinking
buddies. Heck, few women
could resist the charm of a

that hide your eyes. ·They're
especially good for checking
out jungle ladies without their
apish husbands catching you.
Dental floss helps keep your
gums clean and can also be
used to strangle any head
hunters that cross your path.
Get a Rambo style knife big
enough to ensure that any
desert bandit that sees it will
wet his robe.
OK, I've got
mygear. Nowihave
to plan what adventure to conquer first.
I have this
recurring
dream that
I'm
hang
gliding
in
Scotland, but
I'm not that
found
of
heights.
I
could go kayaking in South
America, but my
Spanish is muy
malo. I've got it horseback
riding
through Mongolia..
(In the following conversait, you
might tions. Ive altered the companies'.
names to protect them.)
as well look good.
I picked up the phone ~d
One earring for the left ear
will give people the idea you dialed the number of Fun
are dangerous, even if you're Travels.
really a spineless pansy.
(Ring)
Buy a pair of glasses, Ray
"Hello, Fun Travels!"
Charles style .- Get the ones
Me: "Hi, I'rri planning a vaHilting boots ($60+) are necessary. Even if you don't hike,
you have to look like you do.
Get a pair of undies ($2) You'll use these undies until
every piece of fruit (except the
grapes) fall off.
Get one pair· of designer
socks ($8) - If you're going
to risk

cation and I'd like some prices."
Her: "What's your destination?"
Me: "Mongolia."
Her: (pause) "Montana?"
Me: "No, Mongolia."
Her: (more silence) "Mongolia?"
Me: "Yes. It's between China and Russia."
Her: "Could . you hold
please?"
(I was put on hold and
forced to listen to a selection
from Jack Jones.)
Her: "I'm sony for the delay,
sir, butwecan'thelpyou. Mongolia doesn't have an airport."
Me: "Really?"
Her: "If you take [a noted·
Australian carrier] to Beijing,
you might be able to get a
connection from there."
Me: "What if I can't?"
Her: "Well, China is lovely
this time of year."
Me: ,"But I want to ride a
horse through Mongolia!"
Her: (more silence)
Sensing I had run into a
brick wall, I phoned a company listed in my Adventure
Travel magazine, hoping to get
some answers.
(Ring)

"Asian Pacific Adventure.
.This is Brad."
Me: "Brad, my name is Nick
and I want to ride horses
see TRAvEL page 4
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WHO:

l'

WHAT:

ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR FOR
PEOPLE WHO CARE

12269 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
(407) 282 -0505

3590 U.S. Hwy. 17-92
Lake Mary, FL 32746 ·
(407) 324-0110

Stale

LAKE FREDRICA SQUARE
3938 S. SEMORAN BLVD.
ORLANDO, FL 32822
(-407) 658-U19

Zip

CORNER OF UNIVERSITY & -436
233 UNIVERSITY PARK OR.
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
(407) 677.7678
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LOVE LETTERS
FROM PAGE 1

THE CAMPUS ACTIVITES BOARD
PRESENTS

~1f(!))@~~1f r?Gr1~
~a@oo1f
ON

MARCH 2.-1. 199 ·1
IN

THE WILD PIZZA
. II

Any student with work they would like to
submit should contact Dawn Elbrecht or
Melissa Markle at 823-2633 by
. FEBRUARY 15, 1991, 5:00 P.r,l.

Thanks to his roommates, he
found out about my crush. I
never planned anything really
serious, but that's the way it
turned out.
All the cliches about love, well
they're true. Everyone asked me
how I knew that Roger was Mr.
Right. So.mething just tells me.
Somehow when you fall in love
with the right person, you just
know.
So here we are, 2 1/2 years
later, waiting to graduate so we
can get married. Somehow we
found the way to make a perfect
relationship.
First off, Roger is not only my
. boyfriend, he's my best friend. I
know whenever I need him, he'll

Student Film Niaht is the niaht for uP
and coming film·makers to showcase
their work for their fellow students,
s.o do not be modest-and call. All we
need is your name, the title of your
film, its lenath, and-format.
J

~W ~"-.rYl'm.cae::::
CUIPUB AcllVITIEB BoARO

·---·-

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

~~~~~~~~~~~~1

LOOKING FOR THAT SPECIAL GIFT?
COME VISIT .....

TRAVEL
FROM PAGE 1

through Mongolia."
Brad: (silence) "Mongolia?"
Me: "Yeah."
Brad: Gee, Nick, I don't know.
Have you ever taken an adventure vacation before?"
,
Me: "Does going to Cypress
Gardens count?"
Brad: (more silence)
Me: i'm kidding. Sure I've
been on adventure vacations.
Last year I went spear fishing in
Ocoee." (a small fib)
Brad: "Is that dangerous?"
Me: "Dangerous? Ha, ha, ha!
I don't know the meaning of the
word." (another fib)
I've really got Bard befuddled
now.
Brad: "OK. Nick. .You got a
piece of paper ready?"
fare: $500+
• Ttain fare to Mongolia from
Be~ing: ? Brad said it's fairly

•Air

always be there. There's also a
lot of communication, respect
and trust. I feel like I've known
him forever.
We love going to movies,
concerts and football games, but
even a walk around campus on
a quiet afternoon js just as
special.
We share so many interests,
and we learn a lot from each
other. Roger has taught me so
much about myself - to believe
in myself, because he does. My
faith in God means so much more
because of the beliefs we share.
He gives me so much love and
caring, and shows me how
wonderful being in love is. I'm
glad I'll be spending the rest of
my life with him.
·
Roger, thank you for being
you, for lovingme and giving me
someone to love. Happy
Valentine's Day!
ch~p. butyou have to shareyour
box with goats and chickens.
•Pack animal rental: $20 per
day. rm guessing a pack animal
is a horse, but it sounds more
like I11 be renting a squitrel for

•

•

•

•

rnytrtp.
• Food: ? BYOF or eat what
you find. (What? There's no Taco
Bell over there?)
•Equipment: $25 per day.
They better throw in a free box
of condoms for this prtce.
•Insurance: $200. You get
most of this back, but only if
you live.
The grand total for a four-day
adventure is in excess of$900.
Then reality set in. Not only
qo you have to be a brave stud
to eryoy adventure travel, you
have to be a lottery winner, too.
Depressed and rejected, I
hung the phone up, took off my
adventure travel fatigues and put
onmyraggedyoldbathrobe. Oh
well, maybe next year.
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•
MEET YOUR VALENTINE AT THE WILD PIZZA,
TODAY FEBRUARY 14th 2-4PM

•
DELLA & MAX FITZGERALD
SPEAK ON INTIMACY & RELATIONSHIPS
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS WILL FOLLOW

•
•

SPONSORED BY THE UCF SOCIOLOGY CLUB

SKI

COMICS

Colorado Condos
$95.00 per nt
1-4 persons

PAINTBALL SUPPLIES

•

ROLE-PLAYING GAMES
AND MORE!

SUN

CRUISE

Bahamas

3 nts Bahamas

$249.00 pp .
Air/Htl/Sports/More

from$198.00 pp

•

FLY

GROUPS
Any size groups
Call with your reques~s

Lowest Possible
Airfares Anywhere

•
•
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12245 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
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ORLANDO, FL 32817
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK! ·
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Sty1es Aro1/ohle HRs. l:Lam-llpm

649-6484
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